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PREMIUM

PRINT MEDIA

ChromaLuxe is the world’s leading manufacturer of high-definition print
media for dye sublimation. ChromaLuxe is the print media of choice
for photographers, artists, designers, print labs, photo enthusiasts,
and more. The combination of color brilliance, superior durability and
archival qualities makes ChromaLuxe the perfect
choice for image reproduction.
Through dye sublimation, images are infused directly into specially
coated sheets of metal, wood, table tops, and more to create the most
vibrant, durable, and archival photo medium available today. Learn how
our innovative products will give your images a lasting impact.

Fade Resistance

Flame Resistant

Scratch Resistant

Moisture Resistant

Eco-Friendly

Chemical Resistant

Color Vibrancy

Interior HD Metal Prints
Infusing dyes directly into specially coated metal prints result
in outstanding image clarity and vibrancy with exceptional
detail and resolution. Available in six finishes, ChromaLuxe
metal prints are extremely durable, offering scratch and
abrasion resistance without hiding your image behind glass.

Gloss White

Gloss Clear

Experience vibrancy and depth of color
with our Gloss White finish. Colors pop
and details come to life with the white
base and thick high gloss coating. This
is an excellent finish for any subject,
including landscapes, nature, action
photos, water scenes and more.

High gloss finish applied without the
white base allows the natural silver of
the aluminum to shine through. Detail
and vibrant color still remain, but with
a unique effect that favors all types of
photography. Images in black and white
or with strong color find new meaning on
Gloss Clear finish.

Semi-Gloss White

Semi-Gloss Clear

Intense color, crisp detail and reduced
glare make our Semi-Gloss finish an
exceptional choice. With a gloss level
between the Gloss and Matte, SemiGloss provides you with the best of both
worlds. Perfect for portraits or works of
art displayed where glare is a concern.

The gloss level between Gloss and Matte
does an excellent job in its clear version.
As the aluminum shows through, the
Semi-Gloss gives the perfect level of
shine that allows colors to pop, but keeps
the reflection at a lower level.

Matte White

Matte Clear

For portraits, weddings or anytime
surface reflection is a concern, our Matte
White finish is the optimal choice. The
surface provides a rich, smooth finish
where colors can come alive with
perfect subtlety.

Avoiding reflection and bringing out
the beauty of images with an aluminum
base is exactly what the Matte Clear
finish does. Display fine art or landscape
images under direct light and watch
images come to life.

“ChromaLuxe is an
amazing product. I
love my images on
paper but when I
saw them on metal,
it was amazing and
the response has
been remarkable.”
Robert Farber
Fashion and Fine Art Photographer

Exterior HD Metal Prints
ChromaLuxe EXT gives users the ability to take prints
outdoors or into direct sunlight with the image quality and
durability they’ve come to expect from ChromaLuxe. These
UV resistant panels come in a variety of common sizes
to serve the signage, display and outdoor photography
markets. Available in Gloss White, Gloss Clear.
Ideal For:

Features and Benefits:

• Art Installations
• Corporate Settings
• Hotels
• Public Spaces
• Residential

• Image quality, depth and color
• Consistent high gloss finish
• Weathers well
• Easy to clean
• Graffiti resistant
• Chemical resistant
• Scratch resistant
• Impact resistant
• Wind resistant
• No need to laminate
• Thoroughly tested

Available Sizes:
5” x 7”
6” x 12”
8” x 10”
11” x 14”
12” x 18”
16” x 20”
18” x 24”

20” x 30”
24” x 30”
24” x 36”
30” x 40”
40” x 60”
49” x 97”

UV Resistant with an Expected Outdoor Life of

2 years 3 years
*

(photography based)

**

(signage based)

Using approved ink sets. Listing of inks can be found on ChromaLuxe.com
*Provides 21-month life for photo based images mounted vertically facing south in Florida.
Other locations, orientations or shading will significantly extend the life of the image.
**Utilization of full density (1.0 or higher) prints as sign graphics will result in 3 years or more of life.

“For 40 years, I have been
lucky enough to document
pop culture history in the
world of rock and roll.
When it comes to printing
my images, I only want the
best to showcase my work
and my subjects. When
I first heard about this
process, I was skeptical.
Once I saw my images
printed on ChromaLuxe
aluminum, I knew I had
hit the jackpot! The detail,
durability, and image
vibrancy of these prints is
truly unbelievable! I am so
excited to have discovered
this medium now!”

Jay Blakesberg
Rock & Roll Photographer
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Textured Surface
ChromaLuxe Textured Photo Panels provide a unique
tactile feel along with the durability and features that are
synonymous with the ChromaLuxe name. These glare-free,
fingerprint resilient panels are perfect for desktop and wall art
applications as well as high traffic commercial and residential
spaces. Available in ¼” thick Tempered Hardboard (THB)
or 5/8” thick Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF) for desktop
display with a kickstand, or wall display with a nail in either
landscape or portrait orientation.
Ideal For:

Features and Benefits:

•
•
•
•
•

• Unique textured feel
• Scratch and abrasion resistant
• Dual desktop and wall display 		
capabilities (smaller sized panels)
• Easy to clean
• Fingerprint resistant
• Glare resistant

Fine art
Reproduction paintings
Landscape photography
Premium signage
High traffic commercial
and residential areas
• Illustrations

Available Sizes:
MDF
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5” x 7”
6” x 6”
8” x 8”
8” x 10”
11” x 14”
12” x 18”
16” x 20”
20” x 30”
30” x 40

THB
•
•
•
•

5” x 5”
5” x 7”
6” x 6”
8” x 10”

Corporate Settings
Display/POP
Hospitality
Public Spaces
Restaurants
Signage
Wall Coverings

ChromaLuxe Wood Prints
Wood photo panels come in either a natural or standard
white base look. Each have a beveled edge with
keyholes on the back for easy hanging in a home, office
or gallery. ChromaLuxe wood prints offer a traditional
option to display all your photography and are extremely
durable, offering scratch and abrasion resistance without
hiding your image behind glass. Available in a variety of
sizes, ChromaLuxe wood photo panels are the perfect
choice for residential and commercial spaces.

Wood Print

Natural Wood Print

With a black chamfered edge and
gloss white surface, ChromaLuxe
Wood Prints provide a wonderful
alternative to metal prints while
providing the same high quality image
reproduction. The thickness of the
material makes it a great look for any
home, office or commercial space.

A low gloss coating applied to a
maple veneer makes our Natural
Wood Prints the perfect complement
to our standard Wood Prints. Natural
finished edges and face give your
image a natural look on real maple.
The beauty of the grain shows
through lighter areas of your image
for a soft, warm presentation.

“ChromaLuxe
is ahead of the
game. They offer
products that don’t
just follow trends.
They set trends.
When my clients
see my images on a
ChromaLuxe print, I
don’t have to say a
word. The prints sell
it for me.”
Kimberly Boyd Vickrey
Photographer

HD Metal Creative
Borders and
Circles
Creative Border metal prints
are a great addition to any
space and will transform
photos into their own piece
of art. Use images alone or
create a digital border to
match any home décor.
Prague

Benelux

Circle

Sydney

Berlin

Milan

Creative Border
Desktop Photo
Panels with
Dual Keyhole &
Kickstand
ChromaLuxe Creative Border
Photo Panels with keyholes
and kickstand are an excellent
choice for those wanting to
showcase their photo art as
either a desktop item or wall
display. Keyholes are located
on all four sides on the back
of each panel for either
landscape or portrait display.
Panels have a black back
and edge and come with a
black kickstand.
Prague

Berlin

Benelux

Hardboard Table
Top Photo Panels
Gloss white wood photo
panels are ready to display
and are available in a
variety of options. Panels
are available in a number
of sizes with products
ranging from flat and arch
top, to easel back and
hinged panels.
Easel

Trio

Duo

Arched
Easel

ChromaLuxe Table Tops
ChromaLuxe Table Tops are specially coated
moisture resistant MDF (MRMDF) that resists,
scratches and stains and can be wiped clean with
any non-abrasive cleaner. ChromaLuxe Table Tops
allow you to customize furniture with the highest
quality HD image available.

“ChromaLuxe has
a luminescence I
find extraordinary.
It’s robust and
contemporary. I like
the fact that you’re
not looking through
a reflective surface,
like you would with
glass or acrylic. You
can get into the
image in a way you
never could before.
The combination
of high-end digital
cameras and
ChromaLuxe is the
perfect marriage.”
Feo Pitcairn
Fine Art Photographer
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